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ABSTRACT
Dr. Ajay Deshmukh has translated Sushma Andhare's Marathi poetry collection
Shapit Painjan (Íãããä¹ã¦ã ¹ãö•ã¥ã) as Cursed Anklet in English. In recent times,
poetry as a genre is not considered serious genre to express the anxieties of human
existence. Translating poetry from regional language to English is quite unbeaten
path. Considering this and many other socio-cultural and political and existential
dimensions, Cursed Anklet has emerged as one of the most significant work of
literary recreation in English in terms of its interlingual discourse and cognition.
These poems are not only a delightful experience for the readers but also useful in
unfolding the layers of meanings of the poetry in the source language. In fact, Ajay
Deshmukh has created entirely new set of poetry in his attempt to translate the
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essence of the Marathi poems without much regard for meter and rhythm. His
adherence to original poetry's cultural context and references makes his translation
more engaging and satisfying for English readers. All the 46 poems translated by Ajay
Deshmukh are mesmerizing and captivating but poems like Power, He Krishna,
Today's Mahabharat, Mother, Oath and Saheb are special and awe-inspiring.
Present research paper is an attempt to trace the translation of traumatized minds in
the selected poems from Cursed Anklet.
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